WAR'S BIGGEST TRICK: "THE SUICIDE FLEET"
British Squadron of Fourteen Wooden Ships, with Wooden Guns, Deceived Germans for Months and Decoyed Them Into the Dogger Bank Disaster

By an Officer of the Royal Naval Reserve
Transcribed by Henry Clay Foster

British censors kept the secret of the dummy fleet until a few days ago, when a cablegram brought word that the Admiralty no longer objected to publication of the facts.

FROM a White Star liner to the flagship of the British "suicide squadron" — the gray armada which never mounted a single gun nor fired a shot, yet patrolled the North Sea, keeping the German Navy huddled behind its mine fields, and played an important role in the battle of Dogger Bank — was my experience in doing my bit for the Allies.

No such colossal war jest had been played upon an enemy since the days of the Trojan horse. The British Admiralty tantalised the German Navy with mysterious manoeuvres of a wooden squadron, some of the vessels made of barn lumber, and the Germans were completely baffled for months by the unexpected number of their enemies.

The wooden ships, without a single real weapon aboard — British Navy men called them "mock turtles" — helped Britannia rule the waves during the first year of the war, and the Germans never once suspected that they were a farce but what they seemed. The foe did not catch on to the joke even when one of their submarines sank a dummy at the Dardanelles, where it was serving as a mailship for the allied fleets. They announced and rejoiced that "a British battleship of the — class was sunk by one of our submarines," although the huge guns and turrets of the dreadnought floated for days about the entrance to Stamboul.

When tales of a mysterious "special service squadron" of the British Navy were whispered among the seamen of my port, keen interest took possession of all of us, and many and varied were the conjectures we ventured as to its structure and purposes. At that time the fascination of these unknown units of our Grand Fleet was my only thought in regard to them, and I never dreamed that I was soon to serve on the flagship of the squadron.

The whole secret came to me through the company depot steward when he offered to transfer me to that service. The work was patriotic, and the pay was much higher. I accepted, and after becoming a member of the Royal Naval Reserve was ordered to report for duty at a tiny Scotch town on the North Sea.

TYPE OF VESSEL USED FOR DUMMIES.
Several of the Wooden "Mock Turtles" Were Canadian Pacific Railroad Steamships Before Their Transformation Into Imitation Warcraft.

Its name or location I will not make public even now, as it is still probably in use by the naval forces of Great Britain, although for two years the fleet of dummies has ceased to haunt its waters.

The "special service squadron" made an appalling show of fighting strength as it lay at anchor within the little landlocked harbor which was its base. The ships seemed in trim for any daring venture that the sea in wartime could afford, and I wondered if the tale that they were dummies were not a farce for the consumption of spies. Never have I seen warships with appearance more genuine. Huge gray monsters they were, with double turrets fore and aft, from which great guns protruded; wicker masts with crow's nests and gaunt naval bridges towered above decks stripped for action, and anti-aircraft guns and rangefinders pointed in every direction. All of them had steam up as if ready to dash to sea and engage a prowling enemy at any moment. Not in my twenty years at sea, in which time I have seen the navies of all the powers, have I gazed upon a more formidable squadron, if the eye alone were judge.

But on board the joke was evident at a glance. The fighting turrets were little wooden barns, with bare rafters inside. The great guns were logs, graduated from a sawmill, tapered and bored in exact imitation of naval cannon. Not
British Battleship Aquemmun, Which the Germans Said They Seized in the Dardanelles. It Is Possible That They Made Their Report in Good Faith After Torpedoing the Wooden Dummy Ship "Number 14."
neutral world, well knowing the British naval traditions, smiled at Teutonic simplicity. This tale was regarded as merely one of the many circulated by official Germany for home consumption. But it was probably true, although the Germans themselves knew no more than the rest of the world, that those British vessels declined battle because they couldn’t fight, and were “warships” only to the eye.

We on the dummy fleet felt amply justified in our rough handling of the naval tradition for reasons more obvious to ourselves than to the Germans. Our Commodore undoubtedly had orders to that effect. When we saw smoke on the horizon we took no chances and went about our business with “full steam ahead.” But this wariness was not the sole reason why we had no hairbreadth escapes from hostile squadrons. The Germans themselves, for all their real guns and fast ships, evidently did not feel comfortable out in the North Sea, the domain of the Grand Fleet. At least they were content to let us withdraw at our best speed, which was only half their own.

No doubt they enjoyed the belief that one of England’s finest squadrons (for so we seemed) was afraid to face them. For them it was an easy victory, and to us not a very serious defeat; and the prospect of a closer acquaintance with our flag evidently did not appeal to them, especially after an exchange of courtesies with David Beatty.

In the battle of Dogger Bank we did not take a very heroic part, so our deeds were not included in the Admiralty report of the engagement. In fact, we ourselves did not learn of our participation until afterward. And, needless to say, we all felt very proud, and tried to feel like real victors, but the earmarks of victory were lacking. We had not a single honorable scar to show for our services to King and country.

It took the Admiralty experts themselves to discover what we really did in the spanking of Germany’s prize squadron. David Beatty’s famous squadron of battle cruisers, led by the Lion, at that time the last word in naval achievement, was inside Harwich or thereabout, and not discernible to scouts in or over the North Sea. The dummy fleet was manoeuvring about one hundred miles north of that point, in easy view, and experts deduce that the German scouts saw us and reported the way clear for another raid on the English coast. When the Germans came out Beatty appeared at uncomfortably close quarters and offered them a better sport, for which they seemed to have little reliance. In the running fight that followed the Blücher made port in Davy Jones’s locker before the discomfited visitors reached their mine fields. That was the German Navy’s last experiment at raiding the English coast, but the Germans did not know that wooden warships helped to make it so.

Two of our dummies attained world notice, and even then nobody guessed that they were not real ironclads. One was detached for foreign service, and, with the small gun set up on her deck, was ordered to relieve a cruiser then hanging off Nantucket. The real war vessel was sent away upon business that evidently required real guns.

The dummy took her place off Nantucket, and her commander must have been anxious to use his single tiny gun, for he kept such a sharp watch on the Boston ship lane for German ships that he ruffled Uncle Sam. The United States Government protested to the British Government that “a British war vessel” was hanging too close to neutral shores and making itself obnoxious to neutral commerce. The old tub was so slow it couldn’t have caught any ship that entered that harbor if a chase had materialized. It had to get close to shore to make sure that no fast German merchantman should escape. Fifteen knots would have jerked its old engines to junk, and there were ships interned at Boston that could steam rings around it at that. The officials of the British Admiralty must have grinned when they received Uncle Sam’s protest about the menace to neutrality. And no apology was ever given more willingly, probably, than their reply.

When at last the dummy came back to us her crew were in rags. They looked like men rescued from a desert island. During the long duty off Nantucket, three thousand miles from their base of supplies, they had exhausted their small reserve of clothing. They got food from Canada, fresh air from neutral shores, and clothes from nowhere. Some of them wore trousers ragged almost to their knees. The hardships aboard the old empty hull, with none of the appointments of a real warship, made them jolly glad to leave the actual war duty and get back to shamming with the special service squadron. They didn’t even brag about their real gun.

Another dummy was sunk, and thus inadvertently gave “comfort to the enemy,” although her loss hardly affected the odds on the sea. It was after the special service squadron had been discontinued that “No. 14” came to grief. The remainder of her consort had been permanently interned at Belfast. What became of the old boats I do not know, except that there was talk of making “No. 9” into a mothership for hydroplanes. But save for “No. 14,” Sept. 15, 1915, saw them all lying at Belfast deserted by their crews, who went to other duties in their country’s cause. Before disbanding, however, we were told that the Admiralty considered the dummy fleet a success, inasmuch as the Dogger Bank episode was in part our achievement.

The last of the dummies met her fate in the same theatre of war in which I served after quitting the squadron. The Dardanelles campaign—the attempt by land—was in progress, and I was assigned to the transport Olympic, which carried troops to storm Gallipoli.

These volunteers were a remarkable set of men, young and clean cut, the flower of British youth of the better classes. The enlisted men, as well as the officers, displayed a lofty patriotism and self-sacrifice in keeping with the best traditions of British gentry. They were gay and eager to take part in the campaign in which so many were to lay down their lives.

—It will be remembered that Lemnos was our base, and the allied fleets, with their transports and supply ships, made the Eastern Mediterranean a busy scene. It was during these operations that the dummy old “H. M. S. No. 14,” that had once been the Marion of the Dominion Line, was sunk by a submarine. Several submarine raids were more or less successful among the large number of ships assembled there, and the enemy announced the sinking of several British men-of-war, all of which our War Office admitted save one. That one was the dummy, the last of the old scarecrows, and its loss caused no gray hairs at the Admiralty.

“No. 14” was serving as a mail carrier to the men of the fleet, and was sunk well back of the scene of operations. Everybody there knew she was a fake, couldn’t help knowing it, when word came that her big guns and turrets were floating for days near the spot where she went down. But the submarine had gone with its glory, and the Germans at Constantinople heard of a real warship sunk, although it was said that some of the Turks on shore near the scene saw the floating wooden guns and were filled with wonderment. “No. 14’s” crew was saved, but the mail she carried went down with her. It was the only actual loss; the men missed their letters from home, but the floating guns furnished them with a joke that compensated in part at least.

Though there is no official authority for the theory, it is possible that the Germans, when they reported having sunk the British battleship Agamemnon, referred to the dummy ship “No. 14.” At any rate, the sinking of the Agamemnon was denied by the British, and the Germans undoubtedly thought “No. 14” was a real war vessel—at least for a day or so after they torpedoed her.

When the British troops made their landing at Gallipoli I was an eyewitness from the deck of the Olympic. I shall never forget the sight of those lion-hearted boys charging across the open beach swept by a murderous fire from Turkish machine guns. Whole battalions fell in lines, but their comrades went on and came to grips with the enemy. It turned one’s heart sick to see the fine boys we had learned to admire while they were our passengers, struggling and dying like flies on that beach a mile away. I turned my back as I saw others essay the tall cliffs beyond, with Turkish riflemen and machine gunners on every ledge above them. But on they went till they fell, and their comrades behind kept up the advance, finally planting their country’s flag on the topmost heights. We could hear their cheers faintly, and we answered with hearts heavy for the heaps of writhing bodies upon the beach between.

But these are well-known events of the war. Every phase of that ill-fated Gallipoli expedition to relieve the Musco-vite has been uncovered by press correspondence or Government inquiry, save the incident of the floating turrets of the dummy. This, like every other part of the history of the special service squadron of fake warships, was kept a secret in the inner shrine of British shipping circles. Except for vague rumors, the British public has known nothing of the war’s greatest ruse.